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Instinet Adds Global Connectivity to Nomura’s Electronic Futures 

Trading Platform  
 

NEW YORK – May 28, 2014 – Instinet Incorporated today announced the global availability of 

Nomura’s advanced electronic futures trading platform via the Newport® Execution 

Management System (EMS). 

 

Commenting on the announcement, Jonathan Kellner, Chief Executive Officer at Instinet, said: 

“Building out our multi-asset offering has been a major strategic focus for Instinet globally over 

the past few years. We’re excited to expand our broker-neutral derivatives network with the 

addition of Nomura’s electronic futures platform, which offers a range of advanced DMA and 

algorithmic strategies for trading today’s futures markets globally.” 

 

John Macpherson, Global Head of Futures and Options at Nomura, added: “Nomura continues 

its expansion into the electronic futures space with the launch of our next-generation electronic 

execution platform. At the same time, we remain focused on seeking out opportunities to 

strategically leverage Instinet’s technology and distribution capabilities given its role as 

Nomura’s equities execution services arm. Integrating our advanced suite of futures trading 

tools into Instinet’s EMS is a natural extension of this strategy, which we see as providing 

significant benefits to the hundreds of large institutional clients globally who trade via Newport.”   

 

The award-winning Newport is a global, broker-neutral, multi-asset EMS that is used by both 

clients and Instinet’s agency sales trading desks worldwide. With it, users are able to access 

over 150 multi-asset liquidity sources and several hundred broker-neutral destinations globally, 

as well as an advanced suite of customizable execution tools and integrated analytics 

capabilities. 

 

Nomura’s electronic futures trading platform includes an advanced suite of tactical, conditional 

and benchmark strategies designed to meet a range of global trading objectives, as well as a 

customizable low-latency smart order router. All have been seamlessly integrated into 

Newport’s trading tickets, providing intuitive and efficient order entry. 

 

www.instinet.com
http://instinet.com/frontend_newport3.html
http://instinet.com/awards.html
http://instinet.com/technology_transa.html
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About Instinet 

 

As the equity execution services arm of the Nomura Group, Instinet Incorporated’s subsidiaries 

provide independent, agency-only brokerage services to clients throughout the world. Through 

its advanced suite of electronic trading tools, experienced high-touch trading group and 

unparalleled access to insightful content and unique agency-only liquidity, Instinet helps 

institutions lower overall trading costs and ultimately improve investment performance. Over the 

course of its 40+ year history, Instinet has introduced a range of now industry-standard trading 

technologies as well as the world’s first major electronic trading venue, one of the first U.S. 

ECNs and, most recently, the Chi-X businesses. For more information, please visit 

instinet.com or follow Instinet on Twitter. 
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